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We studied acutely dissociated neurons from the dorsomedial (shell) region of the rat suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) with the aim of
determining the ionic conductances that underlie spontaneous firing. Most isolated neurons were spontaneously active, firing rhythmi-
cally at an average frequency of 8 � 4 Hz. After application of TTX, oscillatory activity generally continued, but more slowly and at more
depolarized voltages; these oscillations were usually blocked by 2 �M nimodipine. To quantify the ionic currents underlying normal
spontaneous activity, we voltage clamped cells using a segment of the spontaneous activity of each cell as voltage command and then used
ionic substitution and selective blockers to isolate individual currents. TTX-sensitive sodium current flowed throughout the interspike
interval, averaging �3 pA at �60 mV and �11 pA at �55 mV. Calcium current during the interspike interval was, on average, fourfold
smaller. Except immediately before spikes, calcium current was outweighed by calcium-activated potassium current, and in current
clamp, nimodipine usually depolarized cells and slowed firing only slightly (average, �8%). Thus, calcium current plays only a minor role
in pacemaking of dissociated SCN neurons, although it can drive oscillatory activity with TTX present. During normal pacemaking, the
early phase of spontaneous depolarization (�85 to �60 mV) is attributable mainly to background conductance; cells have relatively
depolarized resting potentials (with firing stopped by TTX and nimodipine) of �55 to �50 mV, although input resistance is high (9.5 �
4.1 G�). During the later phase of pacemaking (positive to �60 mV), TTX-sensitive sodium current is dominant.
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Introduction
The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the mammalian hypo-
thalamus serves as the central biological clock, controlling circa-
dian rhythms in physiology and behavior (for review, see Gillette
and Tischkau, 1999; Reppert and Weaver, 2001). SCN neurons
appear to fire action potentials spontaneously, with a circadian
rhythmicity in the frequency of firing, higher during the daylight
hours and lower at night (Inouye and Kawamura, 1979; Green
and Gillette, 1982). Circadian regulation of electrical activity is
present at the single-cell level, because dispersed SCN neurons
continue to show a circadian rhythm in firing frequency (Welsh
et al., 1995). Intensive recent work has identified a molecular
clock based on feedback loops of transcription factors and en-
zymes, involving regulation of translation, dimerization, nuclear
translocation, and degradation of multiple elements (King and
Takahashi, 2000; Reppert and Weaver, 2001; Panda et al., 2002).
However, how the molecular clock is linked to the regulation of
electrical pacemaking of SCN neurons is still uncertain.

An understanding of the ionic currents that drive spontane-
ous firing of SCN neurons at any time of day is still incomplete.
Although SCN neurons express the hyperpolarization-activated

cation current known as Ih (Akasu et al., 1993), blocking Ih has no
effect on pacemaking (de Jeu and Pennartz, 1997; Pennartz et al.,
1997). One candidate for inward current driving spontaneous
depolarization of SCN neurons is a TTX-sensitive, voltage-
dependent sodium current that is activated at subthreshold volt-
ages and inactivates slowly (Pennartz et al., 1997; Kononenko et
al., 2004). Another is voltage-activated calcium current. Recently,
Pennartz et al. (2002) reported that when treated with TTX, dor-
somedial SCN (dmSCN) neurons studied during daytime con-
tinue to fire rhythmically in a Ca 2�-dependent manner that is
silenced by nimodipine, and they proposed that L-type Ca 2�

current serves as a primary pacemaker current in SCN neurons.
In addition, they showed that nimodipine-sensitive Ca 2� current
is larger in daytime than nighttime, suggesting that its diurnal
variation could be central to coupling the molecular clock to
changes in firing rate.

Experiments to date have generally reported only modest ef-
fects of calcium channel blockers on firing of SCN neurons (Pen-
nartz et al., 1997, 2002; Cloues and Sather, 2003). However, in-
terpreting the effects of channel blockers on electrical
pacemaking is difficult because block of any current alters the
voltage trajectory and thus modifies activation of all other
voltage-dependent currents. This problem is compounded in the
case of calcium currents, which activate calcium-activated potas-
sium currents, known to be present in SCN neurons (Cloues and
Sather, 2003). If dissociated neurons that retain pacemaking ac-
tivity can be obtained, a more direct examination of currents
underlying pacemaking is possible using the action potential
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clamp technique (Llinás et al., 1982). By using the waveform of
spontaneous firing as a voltage command in voltage-clamp
mode, ionic substitution and pharmacological blockers can be
used to quantify the contribution of individual components of
current during spontaneous firing. We used this technique to
examine the ionic conductances controlling spontaneous firing
of SCN neurons.

Materials and Methods
SCN cell preparation. Acutely dissociated SCN neurons were isolated
from the dorsomedial region of the SCN of the hypothalamus of Long–
Evans rats (age, postnatal days 12–16), using methods adapted from
previous work (Huang, 1993; Taddese and Bean, 2002; Do and Bean,
2003). Rats were maintained on a 12 hr light/dark cycle using normal
fluorescent room light. Rats were anesthetized consistently and killed
during the middle of the day, between 12:00 P.M. and 2:00 P.M. (lights
on at 7:00 A.M.). Rats were anesthetized deeply with isoflurane and de-
capitated quickly into an ice-cold slurry of a HEPES-buffered high-
sucrose slicing solution composed of (in mM) 30 Na2SO4, 2 K2SO4, 185
sucrose, 10 glucose, 10 HEPES, 0.5 CaCl2, and 6 MgCl2, pH 7.4. Blocks of
brain containing the hypothalamus and intact optic nerves were blocked
off and deposited into the sucrose slurry. The blocks were affixed imme-
diately to the chilled platform of the slicing chamber, caudal side down,
with cyanoacrylate glue. A vibrating tissue slicer (DTK-1000; DSK,
Dosaka, Japan) was used to cut coronal hypothalamic slices (300 �m
thick) using the optic chiasm as the primary landmark for identifying the
region of the SCN. Hypothalamic slices caudal and rostral to the area of
interest were also cut and later discarded. The slices were then transferred
to the enzymatic dissociation solution, which consisted of 2.5 mg/ml
protease XXIII (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in sucrose solution and were
incubated for 10 min at 34°C. After enzyme treatment, the slices were
rinsed in sucrose solution at room temperature and finally placed in cold
(4°C) sucrose solution containing 1 mg/ml trypsin inhibitor and 1 mg/ml
bovine serum albumin.

The enzyme-treated slices were examined under a dissecting micro-
scope, and those containing the SCN were retained while the others were
discarded. Typically, only one or two 300 �m slices containing the SCN
could be obtained from a single brain. The SCN was identified as a
bilaterally symmetrical, cell-dense region immediately superior to the
optic chiasm and lateral to the inferior apex of the third ventricle (van
den Pol, 1980). To isolate the dmSCN from enzyme-treated slices con-
taining the central portion of the SCN, the white matter of the optic
chiasm was separated from the gray matter and the approximate region
of the dmSCN was cut out of the slice using iridectomy scissors under a
dissecting microscope. Cutting the dorsomedial region of the SCN was
based on preliminary experiments examining the pattern of staining for
arginine–vasopressin (AVP), a marker for the dorsomedial “shell” region
(Leak and Moore, 2001; Moore et al., 2002), in animals of the same age
(see Fig. 1 A). The chunks of dissected tissue were kept in sucrose solution
at 4°C until use. Immediately before recording, single chunks were placed
in a vial with a small volume of the storage sucrose solution and placed in
an incubator at 34°C for 5 min. The tissue chunk was then triturated
gently through a fine-bore, fire-polished Pasteur pipette, generating a
suspension of dissociated cells. A drop of the cell suspension was placed
onto the glass-bottomed recording chamber and allowed to settle for �5
min before rinsing away the sucrose solution and detritus by gentle flow
of extracellular bath solution. In control experiments, the majority of
dissociated neurons stained for AVP (see Fig. 1C) and are likely to cor-
respond to “cluster I” neurons as defined by Pennartz et al. (1998a,b).

Electrophysiological recording. Current-clamp and voltage-clamp re-
cordings were made using an Axopatch 200B amplifier (Axon Instru-
ments, Union City, CA). Patch pipettes were pulled from borosilicate
glass capillary tubes (VWR Scientific, West Chester, PA) and had resis-
tances between 1.5 and 5 M� when filled with the standard intracellular
solution. Electrodes were wrapped with Parafilm from the shank to near
the tip to reduce pipette capacitance and permit optimal series resistance
compensation. Current-clamp recordings were made in “fast” current-
clamp mode to reduce distortion (Magistretti et al., 1996). The electrode

wrapping was necessary to enable recording in this mode with low resis-
tance electrodes without feedback oscillations in the amplifier.

Recording solutions and pharmacology. The standard internal solution
was designed to approximate normal physiological conditions and con-
sisted of (in mM) 123 K-methanesulfonate, 9 NaCl, 1.8 MgCl2, 0.9 EGTA,
9 HEPES, 14 Tris-creatine PO4, 4 Mg-ATP, and 0.3 Tris-GTP, pH ad-
justed to 7.3 with KOH. We have no knowledge of how much intracel-
lular EGTA might best approximate physiological calcium buffering in
SCN neurons; in early experiments, we tested lower levels (0.09 mM

EGTA) but found it more difficult to regularly make stable low-access
resistance recordings. The standard external solution, which will be re-
ferred to as “1.2 Ca Tyrode’s solution,” consisted of (in mM) 150 NaCl,
3.5 KCl, 1.2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, and 10 glucose, pH 7.4 with �5
NaOH). The concentrations of CaCl2 and KCl were chosen to mimic rat
CSF more closely than the higher CaCl2 and lower KCl commonly used
for electrophysiological recordings (Manthei et al., 1973; Jones and Keep,
1988; Brumberg et al., 2000). For “0 Ca Tyrode’s,” the CaCl2 was replaced
by an equimolar amount of MgCl2 or CoCl2. To record calcium currents,
NaCl was entirely replaced by equimolar TEA-Cl (“1.2 Ca-155 TEA so-
lution.” This solution consisted of (in mM) 150 TEA-Cl, 3.5 KCl, 10
HEPES, 10 glucose, 1 MgCl2, and 1.2 CaCl2, pH 7.4 with �5 TEA-OH.
The “0 Ca-155 TEA Tyrode’s solution” was one in which the CaCl2 was
replaced by an equimolar amount of MgCl2 or CoCl2, and the magne-
sium version was composed of (in mM) 150 TEA-Cl, 3.5 KCl, 10
HEPES,10 glucose, and 2.2 MgCl2, pH 7.4 with TEA-OH. To explore the
role of sodium ions in carrying background currents, we used a solution
in which N-methyl-D-glucamine (NMDG) chloride replaced sodium
chloride in Tyrode’s solution (in mM: 150 NMDG, 3.5 KCl, 10 HEPES, 10
glucose, 1 MgCl2, and 1.2 CaCl2, pH 7.4 with HCl). This solution had a
junction potential relative to Tyrode’s solution of �4 mV. Thus, when
the cell was bathed in this solution (which was flowing from a flowpipe
into bulk chamber solution of Tyrode’s solution), nominal membrane
potentials were corrected by �4 mV to calculate transmembrane voltage.

Solution changes were effected by moving cells in front of a horizontal
array of 13 quartz flow pipes (inner diameter, 252 �m; outer diameter,
356 �m). All experiments were done at room temperature (20 –24°C).

Nimodipine was dissolved in the recording solution from a 10 mM

stock in polyethylene glycol (PEG); in control experiments, application
of diluted PEG alone had no effect on firing (firing rate in 0.04% PEG was
100 � 6% of that in control).

Acquisition and analysis. Data acquisition was performed using
pCLAMP 8 (Axon Instruments), and data analysis was done using
pCLAMP8 and IGORPro version 3.14. Cell capacitance was measured by
subtracting capacitative transients recorded for a 10 mV hyperpolariza-
tion from �78 to �88 mV just before and just after breaking through
into the cell. When recording ionic currents, capacitative transients were
reduced by using electronic capacitance compensation and, in some
cases, performing additional digital correction after recording the data.
As shown in Figures 7 and 8, most cells showed evidence of good voltage-
clamp control by the smooth and graded manner with which transient
sodium currents were evoked by depolarizing voltage steps of increasing
amplitude. In some cells, generally those with large sodium currents or
with unusually long processes remaining after dissociation, sodium cur-
rents were less well controlled, and these were not used for analysis of
transient sodium current. Some such cells were still used for analysis of
interspike sodium currents because these currents were very small and
slow.

Reported voltages have been corrected for a �8 mV junction potential
between the potassium methanesulfonate-based internal solution and
the Tyrode’s solution present when zeroing pipette current, measured
using a flowing 3 M KCl bridge as described by Neher (1992).

The criterion for classifying a cell as showing oscillations in the pres-
ence of TTX was that the power spectral density function of membrane
potential showed a well defined peak corresponding to a peak-to-peak
amplitude of �3 mV (Pennartz et al., 2002).

For a rhythmically firing cell with smooth spontaneous depolariza-
tion, it is impossible to rigorously define a spike threshold, and therefore
the definition of “interspike interval” is somewhat arbitrary. We initially
considered a definition of spike threshold as the voltage at which the
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absolute rate of change of voltage (dV/dt) reached 4 V/sec, a definition
previously used for pacemaking cholinergic neurons (Bennett et al.,
2000). This gave a value that varied considerably from cell to cell (mean,
�42.6 mV; SD, �9.8 mV; n � 103). Using a definition as the voltage at
which dV/dt reached 4% of the maximum upstroke velocity gave similar,
but somewhat less variable, values (�44.9 � 4.8 mV; n � 103), and in
most cells corresponded reasonably well to an apparent inflection in the
voltage trajectory. To compare membrane voltage before and after appli-
cation of TTX, we calculated the average voltage with spikes removed. To
do this, average voltage was calculated after excising a period correspond-
ing to each spike, defined as extending from the spike threshold on the
upstroke to the same voltage on the downstroke. As expected, for normal
spontaneous firing, the voltage with spikes removed was slightly more
negative (�66.7 � 4.5 mV; n � 103) than the average voltage including
spikes (�63.5 � 5.2 mV, n � 103). For oscillations in TTX, the voltage
with spikes removed was �52.3 � 5.8 mV (n � 103) compared with the
average voltage including spikes of �49.9 � 6.2 mV (n � 103).

Results
Isolation and identification of AVP neurons from the dmSCN
We isolated neurons from the dorsomedial (shell) region of the
SCN (dmSCN), focusing specifically on this region because it
comprises a distinct anatomical and functional compartment
within the SCN (Moore, 1983, 1996; van den Pol and Tsujimoto,
1985) that exhibits especially robust endogenous rhythmicity in
clock gene expression (Hamada et al., 2001), c-fos gene expres-
sion (Jac et al., 2000), and electrical activity (Shibata et al., 1984;
Derambure and Boulant, 1994). A large proportion of neurons in
the dmSCN express the neuropeptide AVP (Moga and Moore,
1997). Therefore, to guide the dissection of this region for cell
isolation, we first performed AVP immunocytochemistry on sec-
tions of the hypothalamus. Figure 1A shows staining of a coronal
hypothalamic slice using an anti-AVP primary antibody, fol-
lowed by a biotinylated secondary antibody and the avidin–
biotinylated peroxidase complex and diaminobenzidine sub-
strate. The dorsomedial region of the SCN is evident by densely
packed, AVP-positive neurons (Buijs et al., 1978). Neurons dis-
sociated from this region (Fig. 1B) were relatively small, with
oblong or pear-shaped cell bodies that were 7–15 �M in the long
axis and typically had one to four short processes remaining. A
large proportion (�80 –90%) of the dissociated neurons were
stained by antibodies to AVP (Fig. 1C), suggesting that the dis-
section results in a reasonably homogenous population of
neurons.

Spontaneous firing in acutely dissociated dmSCN neurons
Most neurons fired spontaneously in a regular and rhythmic
manner, whether recorded in cell-attached mode before breaking
through the membrane or in whole-cell current-clamp mode.
Figure 2A shows an example of spontaneous activity recorded in
the cell-attached patch configuration. After breaking through the
cell membrane into whole-cell mode, the neuron continued to
fire at a similar rate (Fig. 2B), suggesting that the internal solution
is effective in approximating physiological conditions. Occasion-
ally, neurons were spontaneously active in the cell-attached patch
configuration but were silent in whole-cell current-clamp mode;
these could almost always be made to fire spontaneously by in-
jection of a few picoamperes of steady hyperpolarizing current,
suggesting that they were silenced by depolarization block, prob-
ably from leakage around the electrode seal. Such cells were not
used for additional analysis.

The average spontaneous firing rate of dissociated dmSCN
neurons recorded in whole-cell current-clamp mode was 8.2 �
3.8 Hz (mean � SD; n � 103) and was generally highly regular,

with an average coefficient of variation of the interspike interval
of 16 � 10%. Action potentials had peaks of �26 � 10 mV,
troughs of �81 � 6 mV, and were relatively broad, with widths of
4.8 � 1.6 msec (measured at the midpoint between peak and
trough). The average maximum upstroke velocity was at 68 � 35
V/sec.

The rhythmic spontaneous activity of acutely dissociated neu-
rons confirms that the spontaneous firing of dmSCN neurons is
attributable to intrinsic membrane properties of the cells and
does not require ionotropic, metabotropic, or electrical synaptic
transmission. The average firing of 8 Hz (at 22°C) is similar to
rates seen for spontaneous firing of daytime SCN neurons stud-
ied in the brain slice (at 34 –35°C) when ongoing IPSPs are
blocked (Pennartz et al., 2002; Kononenko and Dudek, 2004) and
slightly faster than the average firing rate of 5– 6 Hz seen in slices
at room temperature (Cloues and Sather, 2003). The faster firing

Figure 1. Dissociation of dmSCN neurons staining for AVP. A, Localization of dmSCN based
on staining for AVP. Rabbit anti-AVP antibodies were used at a dilution of 1:1000, with a
secondary antibody of biotinylated goat anti-rabbit IgG, followed by avidin– biotinylated per-
oxidase complex and diaminobenzidine substrate to form a reaction product. As a positive
control, staining of both the paraventricular nucleus and supraoptic nucleus, both known to
contain AVP-positive neurons, was also prominent. Scale bar, 100 �m. B, Morphology of freshly
dissociated SCN neurons. Scale bar, 20 �m. C, Staining of dissociated SCN neurons with anti-
AVP antibodies. Left, Rabbit anti-AVP antibodies were used at a dilution of 1:1000, with a
secondary antibody of biotinylated goat anti-rabbit IgG, followed by avidin– biotinylated per-
oxidase complex and diaminobenzidine substrate to form a reaction product. Right, Control
using neurons treated identically but with nonimmunized rabbit IgG rather than anti-AVP. Scale
bar, 50 �m. In another negative control, dissociated cortical neurons failed to be stained by the
anti-AVP antibodies.
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of dissociated cells compared with cells in slice would be consis-
tent with pacemaking originating in the soma and with a de-
creased capacitative load from dendrites when cells are dissoci-
ated. The highly regular firing seen with dissociated cells is
consistent with experiments showing that the less regular firing
typical of SCN cells in slice under physiological conditions is
partly attributable to spontaneous synaptic potentials (Pennartz
et al., 1998a), especially spontaneous IPSPs that stochastically
lengthen interspike intervals (Konenenko and Dudek, 2004).

Nimodipine-sensitive calcium oscillations in dissociated
SCN neurons
Figure 3 shows the effect of applying 300 nM TTX to an SCN
neuron firing rhythmically at 4.9 Hz. Although fast spikes were
eliminated by TTX, the membrane potential showed a continu-
ing rhythmic oscillation, firing spikes with reduced amplitude
(25–30 mV peak to trough) and at a lower frequency (3.7 Hz)
than in control. The oscillatory activity in the presence of TTX
was eliminated by the L-type calcium channel blocker nimodip-
ine applied at 2 �M. The nimodipine-sensitive oscillatory behav-
ior of dissociated neurons exposed to TTX is virtually identical to
that of spontaneously active neurons in the dmSCN studied in brain
slice (Pennartz et al., 2002). The majority (68 of 103) of spontane-
ously active acutely isolated neurons exhibited spontaneous oscilla-
tions when exposed to TTX. In five of eight cells tested, 2 �M nimo-
dipine silenced oscillations occurring in the presence of TTX, as in
Figure 3. In two of the other three cells, the oscillations were reduced

by nimodipine but not eliminated. The effect of nimodipine was
fully reversible.

These results show that with sodium channels blocked, disso-
ciated dmSCN neurons are capable of generating spontaneous
oscillations driven by L-type calcium channels, just as in slice
recordings (Pennartz et al., 2002). Does normal spontaneous fir-
ing in the absence of TTX result from underlying oscillations in
membrane potential driven by L-type channels? In addressing
this issue, it is notable that the nimodipine-sensitive oscillations
in the presence of TTX differed from normal spontaneous firing
in two ways. First, the frequency of the oscillations in TTX was
always substantially lower than the frequency of normal sponta-
neous firing. In cells that exhibited rhythmic oscillations in the
presence of TTX, the spontaneous firing rate in control was 7.9 �
3.7 Hz, and the average frequency of oscillations in TTX was
3.9 � 2.3 Hz (n � 68). Second, the voltage range over which the
oscillations occurred in TTX was considerably depolarized rela-
tive to the voltage range during normal firing. In cells that oscil-
lated in the presence of TTX, the average membrane potential
during oscillations (with spikes removed) was �52 � 6 mV (n �
68) compared with an average membrane potential (with spikes
removed) of �67 � 5 mV during normal spontaneous firing in
the same cells before the addition of TTX.

Action potential clamp analysis of currents flowing during
and between spikes
To determine the ionic currents that flow between spikes to pro-
duce the spontaneous depolarization that underlies normal
spontaneous firing, we applied the action potential clamp tech-

Figure 2. Spontaneous firing in a dissociated SCN neuron recorded first in cell-attached
patch mode and then in whole-cell current-clamp mode. A, Action currents from spontaneous
firing recorded in cell-attached mode. B, Spontaneous firing recorded in whole-cell mode 7 min
after breaking through into whole-cell mode. The pipette solutions consisted of (in mM) 123
K-methanesulfonate, 9 NaCl, 1.8 MgCl2 , 0.9 EGTA, 9 HEPES, 14 creatine phosphate, 4 MgATP,
and 0.3 GTP, pH 7.3. The external solution included (in mM) 1.2 CaCl2 , 3.5 KCl, 150 NaCl, 1 MgCl2 ,
10 glucose, and 10 HEPES, pH 7.4.

Figure 3. Oscillations of membrane potential in the presence of TTX. A, Effect of cumulative
application of 300 nM TTX and 2 �M nimodipine to an SCN neuron firing spontaneously at 4.9 Hz.
B, Two-second periods shown in each condition at an expanded time scale.
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nique (Llinás et al., 1982; de Haas and Vogel, 1989) using the
cycle of spontaneous firing of each cell as voltage command (Zaza
et al., 1997; Taddese and Bean, 2002). We first recorded a 5 sec
segment of spontaneous firing in current-clamp mode (no stim-
ulation or steady injected current) and then used the resulting
waveform as the voltage command in voltage-clamp mode in the
same cell. The principle behind this technique is that channels see
the same voltage waveform whether in current clamp or voltage
clamp, so that currents carried by purely voltage-dependent
channels should be identical in both cases. In voltage-clamp, cur-
rents through individual types of ion channels can be separated
using ionic substitution or specific blockers.

Because blocking Ih was previously found to have little or no
effect on spontaneous firing (de Jeu and Pennartz, 1997; Pennartz
et al., 1997), we focused on voltage-dependent sodium current
and voltage-dependent calcium current as candidates for driving
spontaneous firing. Figure 4 illustrates the sequence of solution
changes used to isolate these currents. After recording spontane-
ous activity in current clamp, this waveform (Fig. 4, top) was used
as the voltage command in voltage-clamp mode. The ionic cur-
rent elicited by this command (with capacitative current re-
moved using electronic capacitance compensation in the patch
clamp circuitry) in control Tyrode’s solution consisted of a large,
fast inward current during the rising phase of each spike, followed

by a somewhat longer-lasting outward current during the falling
phase of the spike. When the cell was moved to Tyrode’s solution
containing 10 mM TEA chloride, the outward current was elimi-
nated, showing that whatever combination of voltage-dependent
and calcium-dependent potassium channels are present in SCN
neurons, the major currents activated during the action potential
are relatively sensitive to external TEA. The block of the outward
current during the falling phase of the spike revealed a second
phase of inward current flowing during the falling phase. The
addition of 300 nM TTX blocked the inward current during the
rising phase of the spike but had little effect on the inward current
during the falling phase. The inward current during the falling
phase became slightly larger when the TEA concentration was
increased to 155 mM TEA, presumably because of block of a small
component of opposing outward potassium current that was sen-
sitive to 155 mM TEA but not 10 mM TEA. When the cell was
moved to an external solution in which calcium was removed
(replaced by equimolar magnesium), the inward current during
the falling phase of the spike was mostly eliminated. The remain-
ing small currents in this solution most likely represent incom-
plete compensation of capacitance.

With this sequence of solution changes, sodium current was
isolated by subtraction of the currents before and after applica-
tion of TTX, and calcium current was defined by subtraction of
currents before and after replacement of calcium by magnesium
in a background of 155 mM TEA to block potassium currents. In
some experiments, calcium was replaced by cobalt, with no ob-
vious difference in results compared with replacement by mag-
nesium. Figure 5 shows the results of these subtractions for a cell
in which currents were signal averaged over multiple cycles of
spontaneous firing to improve the signal/noise ratio, thus allow-
ing resolution of the small currents flowing between spikes as well
as the larger currents flowing during spikes. As expected, sodium
current (red trace) was largest during the upstroke of the action
potential, in this cell reaching a peak of �950 pA. Strikingly,
however, TTX-sensitive sodium current was also present
throughout the interspike interval (Fig. 5C). During the first half
of the interspike interval, as the cell depolarized gradually from
�85 to �70 mV over �50 msec, inward sodium current was
relatively steady near �1.5 pA. It increased gradually to ��2.5
pA as the voltage depolarized to �65 mV and then more quickly,
reaching �5 pA at �60 mV and then �15 pA at �55 mV, after
which it increased very steeply during the upstroke of the action
potential.

Calcium current (blue traces) showed a small surge (�17 pA)
during the rising phase of the action potential, followed by a
much larger peak during the falling phase (�100 pA). However,
in contrast to sodium current, calcium current was near zero
throughout the initial two-thirds of the spontaneous interspike
depolarization and exceeded 1 pA only positive to �60 mV. Cal-
cium current was far smaller than sodium current throughout the
interspike depolarization.

The results for the cell shown in Figure 5 were typical, with
clear TTX sodium current flowing throughout the interspike in-
terval and much smaller calcium currents until after the spike.
Figure 6 shows collected results from 13 cells studied with this
protocol. Results from different cells (each with a somewhat dif-
ferent firing rate and interspike voltage trajectory) were averaged
by converting traces of current versus time to current versus volt-
age during the interspike depolarization (Fig. 6A). In collected
results from 13 cells, TTX-sensitive sodium current was �0.77 �
0.37 pA at �70 mV, �3.2 � 2.6 pA at �60 mV, �11 � 13 pA at
�55 mV, and �47 � 94 pA at �50 mV compared with calcium

Figure 4. Action potential clamp technique using spontaneous action potentials. A period of
spontaneous firing (no stimulation or steady injected current) was recorded in fast current-
clamp mode (first row; left). The right column shows a single spike on an expanded time scale.
Then the amplifier was switched to voltage-clamp mode, with compensation for whole-cell
capacitance and series resistance; this tuning was done before the current-clamp recording,
using a 10 mV hyperpolarizing step from �70 mV. The segment of spontaneous firing was used
as voltage command. Second row, The ionic current elicited by this command (with capacitative
current removed using electronic capacitance compensation in the patch clamp circuitry) in
control Tyrode’s solution. Third row, Ionic current after moving cell to Tyrode’s solution plus 10
mM TEA chloride. Fourth row, Current after moving cell to the same solution but with the
addition of 300 nM TTX. Fifth row, Current after moving cell to solution in which Na � was
replaced by TEA �. Sixth row, With cell in similar solution, except with Ca 2� replaced by Mg 2�.
The current remaining during the spike waveform in this solution is consistent with being
capacitative transients attributable to incomplete compensation of whole-cell capacitance.
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current of �0.23 � 0.23 pA at �70 mV, �0.75 � 0.49 pA at �60
mV, �1.6 � 1.1 pA at �50 mV, and �2.9 � 1.6 pA at �50 mV.
Thus, calcium current was, on average, far smaller than TTX-
sensitive sodium current throughout the interspike interval.

To quantify the relative contribution of sodium and calcium
current in driving the spontaneous interspike depolarization in
another way, we integrated each of these currents during the
interspike interval, defining the interspike interval as beginning
at the trough after a spike (on average, �82 � 6 mV; n � 13) and
extending to near spike threshold. The definition of spike thresh-
old is arbitrary for a spontaneously firing cell. We defined thresh-
old as the voltage at which the rate of change of voltage reached
4% of the maximum upstroke, which corresponded visually to an
apparent inflection in the voltage trajectory, after which the rate
of depolarization became very rapid. Defined in this way, thresh-
old averaged �45 � 5 mV (n � 103). Taking account of the
variable threshold from cell to cell, we defined the interspike
interval as the time from the trough after a spike to the time at
which the voltage reached �55 mV, chosen to be somewhat neg-
ative to the average spike threshold. Integrated sodium current
over this interval was always larger than integrated calcium cur-
rent, usually by many-fold, and this was true in cells that fired

relatively slowly as well as those that fired relatively quickly (Fig.
6B). In 13 cells, integrated interspike sodium current amounted
to 170 � 109 fC, and integrated interspike calcium current was
36 � 29 fC. When compared cell by cell, integrated interspike
calcium current amounted to 26 � 16% of the integrated inter-
spike TTX-sensitive sodium current.

The charge carried by sodium channels and calcium channels
can be compared with the total charge necessary to depolarize the
cells from the trough to �55 mV, equal to cell capacitance times
the change in voltage. In these 13 cells, cell capacitance was 5.7 �
1.7 pF, integrated interspike TTX-sensitive sodium current
amounted to 114 � 58%, and integrated calcium current to 27 �
20% of the net inward charge movement corresponding to the
spontaneous depolarization from trough to �55 mV. As will be
discussed, there are other sources of inward charge movement in
addition to calcium current and TTX-sensitive sodium current,
and also partially counterbalancing potassium currents. Thus,
the contribution of calcium current to the total inward charge
movement driving spontaneous depolarization is probably well
below 25%.

This analysis suggests that flow of calcium current plays a
relatively minor role in driving pacemaking of dmSCN neurons.
If there were an important role for calcium current in a particular
subset of cells, these would likely be the cells showing the ability to
produce calcium-dependent oscillations in the presence of TTX.

Figure 5. Interspike sodium and calcium currents determined using the action potential
clamp technique. A, Voltage during the cycle of spontaneous firing was signal averaged by
aligning action potentials from a 5 sec period of recording at their peaks and signal averaging. A
unit cycle of firing resulting from this procedure was concatenated so as to illustrate slightly
more than one complete cycle. B, Sodium current (red) in response to the 5 sec action potential
waveform was calculated by subtraction of currents before and TTX as in Figure 4. Current was
signal averaged in an identical manner as the voltage in A (using the times of the action poten-
tial peaks to perform the alignment). Calcium current (blue) was signal averaged in an identical
manner based on the subtraction of currents recorded with and without Ca 2� (replaced by
Mg 2�), both in the presence of 155 mM TEA � to block calcium-activated potassium currents.
Inset, Sodium and calcium currents during the spike, shown on an expanded time base. C, Same
currents as in B shown on an expanded current scale to resolve currents during the interspike
interval.

Figure 6. Comparison of current from calcium channels and TTX-sensitive sodium channels
during the interspike interval of 13 SCN neurons. In each cell, sodium and calcium currents
flowing during the cycle of spontaneous firing were determined as in Figure 5. To allow com-
parisons among cells, current as a function of time was converted to current as a function of
interspike voltage for each cell. A, Sodium (red) and calcium (blue) currents during the inter-
spike interval, averaged over 13 cells. The error bars show SD. B, Cell-by-cell comparison of
sodium and calcium currents integrated from the trough after a spike to the time at which the
voltage reached �55 mV. Cells are arranged by their firing rate; there was no systematic
dependence of relative contribution of sodium versus calcium current on firing rate.
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We therefore analyzed interspike sodium and calcium currents in
a subset of cells in which it was possible to also apply TTX in
current clamp and to verify their ability to generate rhythmic
oscillatory activity under this condition. This was true of 9 of the
13 cells for which we analyzed interspike currents using the
voltage-clamp method. In these nine cells, integrated interspike
calcium current measured during normal pacemaking amounted
to 34 � 23 fC, amounting to 27 � 17% of the net charge necessary
for depolarization from the trough to �55 mV, similar to the
population as a whole and much smaller than the interspike so-
dium current in the same cells (contributing 117 � 60 fC, 90 �
43% of the net charge).

Voltage dependence of sodium and calcium currents elicited
by step depolarizations
To gain additional insight into the nature of the ionic currents
flowing between spontaneous action potentials, we characterized
the voltage dependence and kinetics of sodium and calcium cur-
rents using step depolarizations. Figure 7A shows total ionic cur-
rent flowing in response to a series of voltage steps from a holding

potential of �78 mV studied with solutions approximating phys-
iological conditions (the same used for current-clamp record-
ings), with an external solution containing 155 mM Na� and 1.2
mM Ca 2�. Capacity transients were electronically nulled using
the compensation circuitry on the amplifier (and remaining tran-
sients were corrected for digitally), and series resistance compen-
sation was used, but the currents are otherwise shown in raw
form, with no correction or compensation for “leak” or back-
ground current. One striking result was the low background con-
ductance (high input resistance) of the neurons. For the currents
shown in Figure 7, the current–voltage relationship for steady-
state current (measured at the end of the 200 msec steps) was
linear in the range from �100 to �75 mV (Fig. 7B), with a slope
corresponding to an input resistance of 19 G�. Between �70 and
�50 mV, the steady-state current–voltage relationship showed a
region of “negative conductance” in which current became more
inward with increasing depolarization. This likely corresponds to
steady-state activation of “persistent” sodium current in this volt-
age range (Crill, 1996; Taddese and Bean, 2002). Steady-state
current reversed at �40 mV.

Depolarizations positive to �50 mV activated transient in-
ward currents (Fig. 7A) that were evoked in a smooth and graded
manner by depolarizing voltage steps of increasing amplitude,
consistent with accurate voltage control. These currents reached
a peak near �10 mV (Fig. 7C) and were primarily (�95%) TTX-
sensitive sodium currents, with a small contribution from cal-
cium currents. Sodium currents and calcium currents evoked by
step depolarizations were isolated using the same sequence of
solution changes as for action potential-elicited currents (Fig. 8).
The voltage dependence of sodium channel activation, expressed
as peak conductance versus voltage, could be fit well by a Boltz-
mann function (Fig. 8C). Calcium currents, obtained by subtrac-
tion of currents before and after replacing calcium by cobalt (Fig.
8D) in the presence of 155 mM TEA to block potassium currents,
appeared to have little or no contribution from T-type channels,
judged by their fast (�1 msec) tail currents and slow inactivation
of currents at �50 or �40 mV. There was never obvious T-type
current elicited from a holding potential of �78 mV. However, in
a series of experiments done with a holding potential of �98 mV,
a few cells did show small T-type currents.

Step-evoked calcium current was always far less than sodium
current at all voltages, as in Figure 8. In collected results, peak
transient sodium current was 2.0 � 1.0 nA (n � 37), usually
reaching a peak between �20 and �10 mV, and calcium current
was 120 � 41 pA (n � 12), reaching a peak near �10 mV. When
expressed as conductance, the calcium currents activated with a
shallower slope, more depolarized midpoint, and much smaller
maximal conductance than sodium currents (Fig. 8E). Thus, the
step-activated sodium conductance was always much larger than
step-activated calcium conductance at all voltages, just as for the
interspike currents carried through these channels.

Voltage dependence of nimodipine-sensitive calcium current
Recordings from dmSCN neurons in brain slice have suggested a
special role for calcium channels sensitive to the L-type calcium
channel blocker nimodipine (Pennartz et al., 2002), although
these underlie only 20 – 40% of the total voltage-activated cal-
cium current (Pennartz et al., 2002; Cloues and Sather, 2003). We
therefore examined the voltage dependence and kinetics of the
nimodipine-sensitive component of calcium current (Fig. 9). On
average, nimodipine inhibited peak calcium current by 29 � 11%
(n � 6), very similar to the previous observations in slice record-

Figure 7. Voltage-activated ionic current elicited by step depolarizations. A, Total ionic cur-
rent evoked by voltage steps from a holding potential of �78 mV studied with physiological
solutions. There was no correction for leak or background current. Capacity transients were
electronically nulled using the amplifier circuitry, and remaining transients were corrected dig-
itally by scaling and subtracting the capacity transient for a 10 mV hyperpolarization. B, Steady-
state current measured at the end of 200 msec steps. Note low steady-state background con-
ductance, inward inflection between �70 and �50, corresponding to persistent sodium
current, and steep activation of apparent voltage-dependent potassium current positive to
�50 mV. The solid line shows linear fit to the current–voltage relationship between �100 and
�75 mV. C, Peak inward transient current during test step.
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ings made by Pennartz et al. (2002) and Cloues and Sather (2003),
who reported inhibition by 38 and 20%, respectively.

The nimodipine-sensitive component of calcium current ac-
tivated at relatively negative voltages compared with overall cal-
cium current (Fig. 9B). When fit by Boltzmann curves, the
nimodipine-sensitive component had a midpoint of �30 � 6 mV
(n � 6) and a slope factor of 7.9 � 2.3 mV, whereas total current
had a midpoint of �18 � 6 mV (n � 6) and a slope factor of 8.9 �
2.1 mV. In these six cells, total calcium current was �108 � 13
pA, and nimodipine-sensitive current was �30 � 8 pA, mea-
sured for steps to �8 mV. Thus, although nimodipine-sensitive
current forms a modest fraction of total calcium current, it is
activated by smaller depolarizations than the other types of cal-
cium currents present in the neurons. Consistent with this, ex-
periments using the action potential clamp showed that the cal-
cium current activated during the spontaneous depolarization
leading up to a spike is primarily from nimodipine-sensitive
channels (Fig. 10). TTX-sensitive sodium current was also re-

corded in the cell shown in Figure 10 and was much larger than
calcium current at all voltages during the phase of spontaneous
depolarization.

The effect of nimodipine on characteristics of
spontaneous firing
We next examined the effect of nimodipine on the spontaneous
firing of dissociated dmSCN neurons. Current-clamp recordings
from dmSCN neurons in slices have shown a modest slowing of
spontaneous firing with nimodipine application, with average
slowing by �30% when studied at 32°C with perforated-patch
recording (Pennartz et al., 2002) and by �20% in ruptured-patch
whole-cell configuration (Cloues and Sather, 2003). The effect of
2 �M nimodipine on spontaneously firing dissociated SCN neu-
rons varied from cell to cell and was generally small. On average,
nimodipine changed firing frequency by an average of �8 � 19%
(n � 15), from initial rates averaging 8.8 � 3.5 Hz. The large SD
reflects qualitatively different results in different cells: of the 15
cells tested, nimodipine slowed firing in 8, speeded firing in 5, and
produced no change in 2. Figure 11 shows an example in which 2
�M nimodipine reversibly slowed the firing rate, in this case pro-
ducing a 19% slowing, from 4.3 to 3.5 Hz. The effects of nimo-
dipine were not any more dramatic in a subset of eight cells that
were verified to be able to generate calcium-dependent oscilla-
tions in the presence of TTX; in these cells, nimodipine changed
the firing frequency by an average of �8 � 18%, similar to the
overall population. Thus, there is no indication that nimodipine-
sensitive currents are any more crucial for spontaneous firing of
these neurons than for the general population.

If nimodipine acted simply by inhibiting an inward calcium
current, it would slow firing by introducing a net hyperpolarizing
influence. In fact, however, nimodipine produced a net depolar-
izing effect in most cells (9 of 15), as in Figure 11, and had no net
effect (�1 mV) in the other 6 cells. The average trough of the
hyperpolarization after spikes was depolarized by an average of
�3.5 � 3.2 mV, and the average membrane voltage (integrated

Figure 8. Isolation of voltage-activated sodium and calcium currents elicited by step depo-
larizations. A, Ionic currents evoked in response to depolarizing pulses in control (left), with 10
mM TEA present in the external solution (middle), and with both TEA and 300 nM TTX present
(right). B, TTX-sensitive sodium current obtained by subtraction of currents before and after
TTX. C, Voltage dependence of peak transient sodium conductance, obtained by converting
TTX-sensitive sodium current to a conductance (using the measured reversal potential of �45
mV). The solid line is plotted according to GNa � Gmax /[1 � exp(�(V � Vh )/k)], where Gmax

is the maximal conductance (36 nS), V is the test potential, Vh is the midpoint (�34 mV), and k
is the slope factor (3.8 mV). D, Ionic currents evoked by a series of solutions enabling isolation of
calcium current: a solution in which external sodium in Tyrode’s solution was replaced by TEA
(left) and the same solution but with cobalt replacing calcium (middle). Subtraction of currents
in these solutions yields calcium current (right). E, Open symbols indicate depolarization-
evoked calcium conductance, calculated by converting calcium current to conductance using a
reversal potential of �57 mV. The solid curve is plotted according to GCa � 1.9 nS/[1 �
exp(�(V � 20)/9.5)]; the closed symbols and fit: GNa (from C) plotted on same scale to illus-
trate relative size of voltage-activated calcium and sodium conductances.

Figure 9. Voltage dependence of nimodipine-sensitive calcium current. A, Top, Total cal-
cium current with physiological calcium (1.2 mM) as charge carrier, obtained by subtraction of
currents after replacing calcium with cobalt (with sodium replaced with 155 mM TEA to block
potassium currents) as in Figure 8. Middle, Same, but with both calcium- and cobalt-containing
solutions containing 2 �M nimodipine. Bottom, Nimodipine-sensitive calcium current. B, Nor-
malized total calcium conductance (open symbols) and nimodipine-sensitive calcium conduc-
tance (closed symbols) as a function of voltage. Conductance was calculated from peak current
using a reversal potential of �57 mV. The solid lines indicate Boltzmann functions plotted
according to Gmax /[1 � exp(�(V � Vh )/k)], where Gmax is the maximal conductance, V is the
test potential, Vh is the midpoint, and k is the slope factor, with the indicated values.
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over the entire cycle of firing) was depolarized by an average of
�2.8 � 2.7 mV, although the peak of the action potentials was
reduced (by an average of �4.9 � 5.5 mV). In the few cells in
which nimodipine produced an increase in firing rate, this was
also accompanied by a net depolarization. In fact, the depolariza-
tion was particularly large in these cells; in the three cells in which
nimodipine speeded firing by �10% (by an average, of 13 � 3%),
the afterhyperpolarization depolarized by �6.6 � 2.9 mV, and
the averaged membrane potential depolarized by �5.9 � 0.1 mV.

It seems most likely that the depolarizing effect of nimodipine
is caused by inhibition of calcium-activated potassium current,
secondary to inhibition of calcium entry through L-type calcium
channels. It seemed possible that the modest slowing effect of
nimodipine could be secondary to the net depolarization pro-
duced by the drug: depolarization could slow firing by producing
net inactivation of voltage-dependent sodium channels so that
less inward current flows near threshold voltages. The reduction
in the overshoot of the action potential is consistent with such
inactivation, and the maximum rate of rise of spikes also gener-
ally decreased with nimodipine (changing by an average of
�22 � 20%). To determine whether the slowing effects of nimo-
dipine were secondary to depolarization, we tested whether pro-
ducing an equivalent small depolarization by injection of a small
depolarizing current would produce a similar slowing in firing
rate. It did not. In all cases in which depolarizing current was

injected, firing became faster (albeit with reduced peaks and rate
of rise) for net depolarizations of averaged voltage in the range
produced by nimodipine (up to 6 mV). Only for much larger
depolarizations did firing stop, and cessation of firing was pre-
ceded by increasingly rapid firing of increasingly small spikes
rather than the slower firing usually seen with nimodipine.

The variable effects of nimodipine in different cells suggest
complex effects as a result of blocking both inward calcium cur-
rent and outward calcium-activated potassium current. We used
the action potential clamp method to directly compare the timing
and size of calcium current and calcium-activated potassium cur-
rent during the pacemaking cycle (Fig. 12). The calcium-
activated potassium current presumably includes components
from both large-conductance calcium-activated potassium (BK)
channels and small-conductance calcium-activated potassium
channels, both known to be present in SCN neurons (Cloues and
Sather, 2003; Teshima et al., 2003). BK channels appeared to
carry most of the calcium-activated potassium current during
spontaneous action potentials, because the calcium-activated po-
tassium current deactivated very quickly during the falling phase
of the action potential, consistent with steep voltage dependence
of BK channels.

The sum of calcium current and calcium-activated potassium
current was net inward immediately before the spike but was net
outward and much larger during the falling phase of the spike.
The calcium-activated potassium current sensitive to block by
nimodipine typically comprised �30 –50% of total calcium-
activated potassium current, as in Figure 12. This is consistent
with the results of Cloues and Sather (2003), who found that
nimodipine reduced the afterhyperpolarization of SCN action
potentials by �30%. The sum of nimodipine-sensitive calcium
current and nimodipine-sensitive calcium-activated potassium

Figure 10. Preferential activation of nimodipine-sensitive calcium current before spontane-
ous action potentials. A 5 sec segment of spontaneous activity was recorded in current clamp
and used as command waveform in voltage clamp. A, Voltage trajectory before and during the
spike, signal averaged over 48 spikes (aligned at spike peaks). B, Sodium current (red) was
determined as the current sensitive to 300 nM TTX. Total calcium current (blue) was determined
by recording current in a solution containing (in mM) 1.2 CaCl2 , 1 MgCl2 , 150 TEA-Cl, 3.5 KCl, 10
HEPES, and 10 glucose, pH to 7.4 with TEAOH, and subtracting current recorded in a solution that
was identical, except with CoCl2 replacing CaCl2. Nimodipine-sensitive calcium current (black)
was recorded as the current sensitive to 2 �M nimodipine applied in the solution containing (in
mM) 1.2 CaCl2 , 1 MgCl2 , and 150 TEA-Cl. Current in each solution was signal averaged over
96 –192 cycles of firing. C, Currents before spike shown on an expanded current and time scale
(box in B).

Figure 11. Effect of nimodipine on spontaneous firing. A, Three-second segments of spon-
taneous activity recorded in control (left), after 80 sec exposure to 2 �M nimodipine (middle),
and after 3 min of washing with control solution (right). B, Voltage trajectory in control (red)
and with nimodipine (blue), signal averaged over 1 sec (aligned at spike peaks).
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current (Fig. 12, gray trace; right) was inward before the spike but
net outward when integrated over the entire firing cycle. In this
cell, nimodipine-sensitive calcium current integrated over the
firing cycle amounted to �140 pA-msec (fC), and nimodipine-
sensitive calcium-activated potassium current amounted to
�256 fC. Similar results were obtained in a total of six cells, in
which integrated nimodipine-sensitive calcium current was
�138 � 48 fC, and nimodipine-sensitive calcium-activated po-
tassium current was �334 � 157 fC. The ratio of charge carried
by nimodipine-sensitive calcium-activated potassium current to
that carried by nimodipine-sensitive calcium current was 2.4 �
0.8 (n � 6).

These results show that the combination of nimodipine-
sensitive calcium current and calcium-activated potassium cur-
rent consistently gives a net outward current when averaged
across the whole firing cycle. This is consistent with the net aver-
age depolarization produced by nimodipine application and sup-
ports the idea that the depolarization is attributable, at least in
part, to block of calcium-activated potassium current. The com-
bination of nimodipine-sensitive calcium and calcium-activated
potassium currents was net inward in the 10 msec or so before the
spike, and it is probably block of this current that is responsible
for the modest slowing of firing most commonly seen with nimo-
dipine. By itself, the net depolarization seen with nimodipine
would probably speed firing somewhat, consistent with the ob-

servation that when this depolarization was largest, firing was
speeded.

Background currents in the interspike voltage range
Some types of spontaneously active neurons appear to have rest-
ing potentials (measured when the cell is silenced by TTX) that
are relatively depolarized (Raman et al., 2000; Eggerman et al.,
2003). In principle, if the “resting” potential is depolarized with
respect to the threshold for firing a spike, spontaneous firing
might occur even in the absence of any subthreshold voltage-
dependent conductances. Even with resting potentials that are
hyperpolarized with respect to threshold, the associated back-
ground conductances could help in the initial phases of sponta-
neous depolarization.

In spontaneously active dissociated SCN neurons, the average
resting potential was �55 � 10 mV (n � 35) for cells in which
firing was stopped by application of TTX (i.e., cells that did not
show prominent calcium-dependent oscillations in the presence
of TTX) and was �50 � 8 mV (n � 6) for cells that did show
oscillations in TTX, when measured in the presence of both TTX
and nimodipine to stop oscillations. The average input resistance
of all cells (which was determined between �83 and �78 mV,
where no voltage-dependent conductances were present) was
9.5 � 4.1 G� (n � 70). Thus, the cells have moderately depolar-
ized resting potentials but very high input resistances.

The average resting potential of the cells is depolarized enough
that during most of the interspike interval, the background con-
ductance will pass inward (depolarizing) current and thus help
generate the spontaneous depolarization. We characterized the
background currents active at voltages corresponding to the in-
terspike interval by using slow (20 mV/sec) ramps of voltage. In
the example shown in Figure 13, with unaltered Tyrode’s solu-
tion, the steady-state current–voltage relationship was approxi-
mately linear from �90 to ��73 mV, and the slope corre-
sponded to a resistance of 12.8 G�. Positive to �73 mV, the
steady-state current showed a inward component from persistent
sodium current that reached a peak near �55 mV. Application of
300 nM TTX blocked this component but had no effect on the

Figure 12. Calcium current and calcium-activated potassium current during spontaneous
action potentials. Total calcium current and nimodipine-sensitive calcium current were deter-
mined as in Figure 10. In addition, calcium-activated potassium current was determined by first
determining total potassium current as current blocked by 155 mM TEA (replacing 155 mM Na)
starting with a background of Tyrode’s solution containing 300 nM TTX, then determining non-
Ca-dependent potassium current (performing the same replacement of Na by 155 mM TEA but
using a pair of solutions in which 1.2 mM CaCl2 was replaced by 1.2 mM CoCl2 ) and then sub-
tracting the two to yield calcium-activated potassium current. The sum of total calcium current
and calcium-activated potassium current (gray trace; left) was net inward immediately before
the spike but much larger and net outward during the falling phase of the spike. The sum of
calcium current and calcium-activated potassium current could alternatively be determined as
the net current sensitive to replacing 1.2 mM CaCl2 with 1.2 mM CoCl2 with a background of
Tyrode’s solution with 300 nM TTX; this gave a nearly identical current. The calcium-activated
potassium current sensitive to block by nimodipine (i.e., that activated by nimodipine-sensitive
calcium current) was determined by subtracting non-nimodipine-sensitive potassium current
(determined by replacing 155 Na with 155 mM TEA using a pair of solutions both containing 2
�M nimodipine) from total potassium current determined as above. The sum of nimodipine-
sensitive calcium current and nimodipine-sensitive calcium-activated potassium current (gray
trace; right) was inward before the spike but net outward when integrated.

Figure 13. Background currents in the interspike voltage range. Measured steady-state
currents in an SCN neuron. Current was measured in response to a ramp of voltage from �98 to
�12 mV delivered at 20 mV/sec, in control condition Tyrode’s solution (red), after the addition
of 300 mM TTX (blue) and after replacement of external Na ions by NMDG ions (with 300 nM TTX
present in both solutions; green). The data shown were signal averaged over four to eight
presentations of command. The solid line indicates linear fit to steady-state current in the
presence of TTX between �90 and �78 mV, extrapolated to other voltages.
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current negative to �73 mV. The TTX-sensitive steady-state cur-
rent had a steep voltage dependence, with a midpoint near �63
mV and a magnitude of �6 pA. The voltage dependence of acti-
vation of steady-state sodium current is comparable with that of
the TTX-sensitive current flowing during interspike intervals
during spontaneous firing (Fig. 6A), except that the interspike
current continues to increase sharply positive to �50 mV, where
the steady-state current saturates; this reflects the fact that the
depolarization during the interspike interval is much faster
(�200 mV/sec) and sodium current is far from being at a steady
state.

For the currents shown in Figure 13, the steady-state current
in the presence of TTX was zero at �45 mV, which would thus
correspond to the resting potential in an unclamped cell in the
presence of TTX. Even in the presence of TTX, the shape of the
steady-state current–voltage relationship was far from being
ohmic below the resting potential. The behavior is better charac-
terized as the sum of an ohmic component with slope 12.8 G�
that has an extrapolated reversal potential near �20 mV (Fig. 13,
solid line), together with a steeply voltage-dependent outward
current, presumably from voltage-dependent potassium channels,
that activates near �50 mV. (There is also a small inflection of in-
ward current between �60 and �50 mV that could plausibly reflect
a small steady-state calcium current.) Without the component of an
apparent steady-state voltage-dependent potassium current, the
resting potential of the cell in TTX would evidently be near �20 mV.
In collected results, the average reversal potential of background
conductance extrapolated by a linear fit to the steady-state current in
the range �95 to �75 mV was �29 � 12 mV (n � 7). The slope of
the linear fit in these cells was 11 � 3 G�.

These results suggest that if distinguished from voltage-
dependent potassium current (which appears important for set-
ting resting potential), the background conductance in dmSCN
neurons reverses near �30 mV, quite far from the potassium
equilibrium potential and suggestive of a significant resting so-
dium permeability. To further explore the properties of back-
ground conductance in the cells, we tested the effect of replacing
external sodium ions by NMDG, a large cation that is imper-
meant in many channels (and transporters) that carry sodium
ions. When sodium was replaced by NMDG in the presence of
TTX (Fig. 13, green trace), the current at all voltages shifted out-
ward and the zero-current voltage shifted from �45 to �51 mV.
Similar results were obtained in six cells, with an outward shift of
2– 4 pA after NMDG replacement of sodium.

Figure 14 summarizes collected results from the experiments
that determined relative magnitudes of various inward currents
during the interspike interval. The top panel shows membrane
voltage during the pacemaking cycle of an SCN neuron that had
typical parameters for rate of firing (8 Hz), peak of action poten-
tials (�24 mV), and voltage at afterhyperpolarization (�79 mV).
Plotted below is mean interspike sodium current and calcium
current (averaged from value for 13 cells, from Fig. 6), along with
the current expected from a background conductance corre-
sponding to a slope of 9.5 G� and reversal potential of �29 mV,
the mean values estimated from experiments like those in Figure
13. The comparison shows that background current provides
most of the inward current in the first phase of spontaneous
depolarization, from the afterhyperpolarization (�85 to �80
mV) up to ��60 mV. Positive to �60 mV, TTX-sensitive so-
dium current provides the major depolarizing drive, and because
of its steep-voltage dependence becomes, by far, the dominant
current between �60 mV and threshold. These inward currents
are likely to be opposed by outward currents through potassium

channels, which remain to be characterized. The apparent
voltage-activated potassium current evoked positive to �50 mV
by slow ramps may originate from A-type potassium channels,
which are present in SCN neurons (Huang et al., 1993) and acti-
vate as negative as �60 to �50 mV (Bouskila and Dudek, 1995;
Walsh et al., 1995), or possibly from steady-state calcium-
activated potassium current and could play a role in modulating
spontaneous firing.

Discussion
Our results show that the spontaneous interspike depolarization
of dissociated SCN neurons is attributable primarily to TTX-
sensitive sodium current that flows at subthreshold voltages, to-
gether with background conductances that result in a depolarized
resting potential. The initial phase of spontaneous depolariza-
tion, from ��80 to �60 mV, is attributable mainly to current
from the background conductance, along with a small amount of
current from TTX-sensitive sodium channels. In the later phase
of depolarization, from �60 mV to spike threshold, TTX-
sensitive sodium current plays the dominant role. In addition,
L-type calcium current makes a small contribution by producing
net inward current late in the interspike interval.

Nature of subthreshold TTX-sensitive sodium current
Our results using the action potential clamp method with spon-
taneously firing neurons support previous suggestions of the im-
portant involvement of subthreshold sodium current in sponta-
neous firing of SCN neurons (Pennartz et al., 1997; Kononenko et
al., 2004). The nature of this current and its relationship to the
transient sodium current underlying spikes remain to be clari-
fied. Previous work classified the subthreshold sodium current as

Figure 14. Summary of inward currents driving spontaneous depolarization. Top, Voltage
during the cycle of spontaneous firing in a cell with typical parameters (8 Hz; peak, �24 mV;
trough, �79 mV), averaged over 80 cycles. Bottom, Population-averaged interspike sodium
current (red), interspike calcium current (blue), and predicted background current (green). For
each voltage during the interspike depolarization, the value of mean sodium current and mean
calcium current was read off from smooth fits (cubic spline) to the mean interspike sodium and
calcium currents plotted in Figure 6. The background current is based on an ohmic conductance
with the slope corresponding to 9.5 G� (the mean measured in 70 cells) and the mean reversal
potential of �29 mV estimated from linear fits to background current in the range �95 to
�75 mV.
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a slowly inactivating component of sodium current distinguish-
able from both conventional fast-inactivating sodium current
and from persistent noninactivating sodium current (Pennartz et
al., 1997; Kononenko et al., 2004). However, in principle, all three
could originate from a single population of channels because
some models of sodium channel gating kinetics predict slow and
incomplete inactivation of macroscopic current for depolariza-
tions to subthreshold voltages (Taddese and Bean, 2002).

Calcium channel-dependent oscillations
Just as for intact dmSCN neurons in brain slice (Pennartz et al.,
2002), dissociated neurons are capable of generating spontane-
ous nimodipine-sensitive oscillations in the presence of TTX.

However, our results argue against the idea that these oscilla-
tions comprise a generator potential for normal pacemaking, be-
cause calcium current accounts for only a small fraction of the net
inward current driving pacemaking, even in cells showing robust
oscillations in TTX. Thus, the oscillations mediated by calcium
channels in the presence of TTX appear to be a distinct kind of
activity from normal pacemaking, occurring at considerably
more depolarized voltages and with a lower characteristic
frequency.

As reported previously (Pennartz et al., 2002), we found that
L-type calcium channels in dmSCN neurons have an unusually
negative range of activation. Similar low-threshold nimodipine-
sensitive calcium current has previously been identified in hip-
pocampal CA3 pyramidal neurons (Avery and Johnston, 1996)
and in midbrain dopaminergic neurons (Durante et al., 2004).
Such currents may be carried by Cav1.3 (�1D) channels, which in
heterologous expression systems activate at more negative volt-
ages than Cav1.2 (�1C) channels (Koschak et al., 2001; Xu and
Lipscombe, 2001), the other type of calcium channel carrying
L-type current in neurons. Current through calcium channels
activated by small depolarizations would be less opposed by po-
tassium current through BK channels, which are steeply voltage
dependent; such calcium channels are well suited for initiating
the oscillations occurring in TTX, helping to explain why nimo-
dipine was usually effective in blocking these, although
nimodipine-sensitive channels comprise only �30% of the over-
all calcium current.

Resting potential and background conductance
A striking feature of the dissociated dmSCN neurons is their
extremely high input resistance (mean, 9 G�), together with their
relatively depolarized resting potentials (typically near �55 to
�50 mV) when firing is stopped by the combination of TTX and
nimodipine. The initial phase of spontaneous depolarization of
SCN neurons appears to be mainly relaxation of the membrane
potential back toward the resting potential. However, if there
were not also subthreshold sodium current, which makes a much
larger contribution positive to �60 mV, pacemaking would be
much slower or possibly prevented by the component of voltage-
dependent potassium current that activates steeply positive to
�50 mV, near spike threshold.

Most types of neurons have resting potentials considerably
depolarized to the potassium equilibrium potential, but the un-
derstanding of conductances that determine resting potentials is
still limited. The outward shift of resting currents on replacing
Na� with NMDG� is consistent with a resting sodium conduc-
tance (with TTX present), similar to previous results in deep
cerebellar nuclear cells (Raman et al., 2000) and orexinergic neu-
rons (Eggermann et al., 2003). The outward shift of currents after
Na� removal could also represent enhancement of an outward

Na/K ATPase electrogenic pump current (owing to reduction of
the sodium gradient) or elimination of Na/Ca exchanger current.
Participation of Na/Ca exchanger currents in pacemaking of car-
diac sinoatrial cells has been suggested (Bogdanov et al., 2001;
Kurata et al., 2002). However, the current seen when replacing
Na� by NMDG� was similar when measured using voltage steps
confined to voltages ��70 mV, in which little calcium entry
would occur, and intracellular calcium should be buffered to low
steady-state values by the 0.9 mM EGTA in the internal solution.

Pacemaking in dissociated versus intact neurons
For determining the mechanism of pacemaking, dissociated neu-
rons have the unique advantage of allowing current-clamp exper-
iments to be combined with voltage-clamp experiments that are
sufficiently accurate to permit characterization of fast voltage-
dependent currents. Also, the fast solution exchange possible for
dissociated neurons facilitates isolation of multiple individual
currents. However, a disadvantage of dissociated cells is the loss
of whatever relevant channels may be present in dendrites or the
axon. For example, if calcium channels are enriched in dendrites
of dmSCN neurons, they may play a greater role in pacemaking of
intact compared with dissociated neurons. Consistent with this
possibility, nimodipine appears to slow firing more in intact cells
[�30% (Pennartz et al., 2002), �20% (Cloues and Sather, 2003)]
than we found for dissociated cells (�8%). On the other hand,
the dissociated neurons retain the capability of generating
calcium-dependent oscillations in TTX, which seem identical to
those in slice (Pennartz et al., 2002), arguing that any loss of
calcium current cannot be very profound. Peak step-evoked cal-
cium current in dissociated cells was smaller (�120 � 41 pA; n �
12; 1.2 mM Ca 2�) than for cells in brain slice (�400 � 42 pA; 2.5
mM Ca 2�) (Pennartz et al., 2002), but considering the difference
in Ca 2� concentration and the smaller size of the dissociated cells
(5.2 � 1.4 pF; n � 68) compared with cells in slice (10 � 1 pF)
(Pennartz et al., 2002), the density of calcium current seems com-
parable. Also, the spontaneous firing of dissociated cells is actu-
ally slightly faster than intact cells, arguing against the likelihood
that channels in dendrites are crucial for the basic engine of
pacemaking.

Another concern about the physiological fidelity of dissoci-
ated cells is the possibility that a significant nonphysiological leak
conductance could be induced by damage during dissociation or
from leak around the pipette (the latter not unique to dissociated
cells). However, any such leak pathways must be minimal con-
sidering the very high input resistance of the cells (averaging 9
G�, including any contribution from leak around the pipette)
and the fact that much of the inward background current was
eliminated by replacement of Na� by NMDG�, which would not
be expected for holes in the membrane or leak around the pipette.

Implications for day–night variation in firing frequency
The cells we studied were taken from animals during the middle
of daytime and showed both the relatively rapid firing and
nimodipine-sensitive oscillations in TTX typical of dmSCN cells
in brain slices taken from daytime animals (Pennartz et al., 2002).
Nevertheless, calcium current makes only a minor contribution
to pacemaking under our conditions, and even complete block of
nimodipine-sensitive calcium current produced only a minor
change in firing frequency. Thus, even if calcium current contrib-
utes somewhat more to pacemaking in intact cells at physiologi-
cal temperature, the diurnal variation in calcium current discov-
ered by Pennartz et al. (2002), with nighttime levels
approximately half of daytime levels, seems likely to account for
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only a little of the more than threefold reduction in the firing rate
at nighttime compared with daytime (Pennartz et al., 2002). Per-
haps the diurnal variation in calcium current is important for
other functional roles of calcium current, such as supporting
release of transmitters or calcium-dependent gene expression.
Because calcium-activated potassium current strongly dominates
over calcium current, except immediately before spikes, one pre-
dicted electrical consequence of a larger calcium current during
the daytime is more rapid repolarization of action potentials and
more prominent afterhypolarizations, as is seen (Schaap et al.,
1999; Pennartz et al., 2002).

The high input resistance of the cells and relatively depolar-
ized reversal potential of the background conductance suggests
that the resting potassium conductance of the cells is unusually
low. De Jeu et al. (1998) and Pennartz et al. (2002) found that
SCN neurons studied during the day have both more depolarized
resting potentials and higher input resistances than those studied
during the night. Thus, cells apparently have a larger resting po-
tassium conductance during the night. Our results suggest that
this difference is probably more significant than the difference in
voltage-dependent calcium conductance for determining diurnal
changes in firing frequency. Also, pacemaking frequency is likely
to be strongly influenced by the magnitude of both subthreshold
TTX–sodium current and an unidentified voltage-dependent po-
tassium current that activates steeply near �50 mV. Possible di-
urnal changes in these and other voltage-dependent channels
remain to be examined.
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